A Guide to Our Chairs*
Compare our chairs to find the best fit for you.

OCEAN PLASTIC SERIES

Overview

Freedom Headrest

Freedom Task

Liberty

Smart

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa
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Offers a dynamic
position sensitive
headrest. Provides
the most support for
task- heavy work.

A lighter version of
Freedom Headrest
with the same fit
and functionality.

A breathable,
form sensing mesh
backrest adapts
to all shapes
and sizes. The
cushioned seat pan
provides added
support for long
periods of use.

A U-shaped higher
mesh back gives
tailored support
throughout the
day with advanced
custom options

Light weight
design. Made with
the least number of
parts. Comes in all
mesh and all white.

Light weight
design. Made with
the least number of
parts. Comes in all
mesh and all black.

"The World's"
Most Sustainable
Task Chair
Contains over 50% of
recycled material and
is climate, energy
and water positive.
Provides an inclusive
sitting experience
regardless of the
user’s body type.

A versatile high design
all leather conference
chair perfect for
the corner office,
boardroom or home
office.

Path

Summa

Price
Details

ULTRA PREMIUM

Adjustability

Freedom Headrest

Arm Rest Options

• Adjustable

• Adjustable

• Armless
• Advanced

Freedom Task

Liberty

Made up of nearly
2 pounds of fishing nets,
producing a net-positive
impact on the environment.

*Order limited to
2 per household;
Assembly Required.

Smart

World

• Armless

• Independently
Adjustable

• Independently
Adjustable

• Independently
Adjustable

• Advanced

• Fixed

• Fixed

• Armless

• Armless

Same fit and function
as the World Chair.

Same fit and function as
the Liberty chair.

Same fit and function as
the Smart chair.

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

• Adjustable

• Independently
Adjustable

• Independently
Adjustable

• Independently
Adjustable

• Fixed

• Fixed

• Fixed

• Fixed

• Armless

• Armless

• Armless

• Armless

• 4D

Weight-Sensitive
Recline: Automatically



adjusts to your body
weight. No need for
knobs, levers, locks.



• Integrated

• 4D

















Gravity Mechanism™

Automatic Lumbar
Support:

Contoured Cushions

All of our chairs provide
built-in lumbar support.

Backrest Recline

Form-Sensing Mesh Technology

22°

Cylinder Heights

17°

18°

17°

Form-Sensing Mesh Technology

17°

FormSense Eco
Knit™

Contoured
Cushions

17°

18°

16°

21°

Freedom Headrest

Freedom Task

Liberty

Smart

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa





































DESK HEIGHT (28"- 30")

Standard
(Users 5'0" to 6'4")
*comes standard with quick ship chairs

Low
(Petite users)

Tall























































(Users over 6' 4")

Standard
return to
height
(Auto-returns chair to
highest height)

Low
return to
height
(Auto-returns chair to
highest height)
COUNTER HEIGHT (35"- 36")

High
8" with
foot ring
BAR HEIGHT (40"- 42")

Extra High
10" with



foot ring

Caster Options

Freedom Headrest

Freedom Task

Liberty

Smart

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa





















































Weight Capacity

Freedom Headrest

Freedom Task

Liberty

Maximum
Weight Capacity:

400 lbs

400 lbs

400 lbs

Freedom Task

Liberty

Hard Casters

for carpeted floors
*comes standard with quick ship chairs

Soft Casters
for hard floors

Glides

for fixed location use

Locking Casters

that lock when in use

Warranty

Freedom Headrest
Azure CF58

Catena

Corde 4 is a four-way stretch design
that moves with the sitter as they adjust
positions in their chair – helping to provide
ultimate ergonomic comfort.

Driftwood CF22

Medium Gray CF56

400 lbs
See also Smart Plus (400+)

Smart
Azure CF58

Pinstripe

Its intricate weave structure, dimensional
surface
and
widehas
array
neutral
and vibrant
Designed specifically for our tri-panel, mesh-backed chairs,
this
fabric
an of
elastic
composition
shades to
areprovide
visuallyunmatched
appealing and
engaging
that achieves strength through its distinctive weave structure
support.
to the touch. Corde 4 goes beyond industry
Monofilament Stripe was inspired by the strength, flexibility and versatility of fishing line.
standards,
resulting
in greater
Elizabeth Whelan studied this unconventional material testing
and through
developing
weave
sketches
durability,
and recovery.
using thing wire, paper, leather, and other materials, she
createdstability
Monofilament
Stripe.

A triumph in textile engineering, Pinstripe is
lightweight yet incredibly supportive. To ensure the
sitter would be correctly supported, the yarns were
adjusted to have two different levels of elastic: the
supple transparent threads and the more rigid gray
monofilament yarns.

15 Years (Components)
5 Years (Fabric & Arm Pad)

As Elizabeth’s first mesh creation, Monofilament Stripe set the benchmark for
future designs.

Balsam CF43

Smart

Hyacinth Harvest
FT68 Orange F816

Monofilament Stripe

Catena continued the exploration of mesh suspension, with a focus on color and fine texture.
It features a pure, clean weave – free of any additional patterns or motifs – in colors inspired by
the rich hues of spices.

Duration



Pinstripe’s nylon yarns absorb the color, allowing
light to pass through the textile to project a vibrant
visual experience. This design was inspired by the
exhilaration of downtown New York while glimpsing
through the prism of the Brooklyn Bridge.

Driftwood CF22

Ash FT16 Wheat F315

White N01

Medium Gray CF56

Alaria FT44 Green F463

Balsam CF43

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa

400 lbs

300 lbs

400 lbs

400 lbs

300 lbs

300 lbs

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa

Fourtis is our second four-way stretch fabric
Corde 4 is a four-way stretch design
that easily conforms to our cushions for the
that moves with the sitter as they adjust
ultimate in comfort and flexibility.
positions in their chair – helping to provide
Inspired by the rich colors of an
ultimate ergonomic comfort.
Whileisstill adjustable, its satin crepe weave
autumnal farmer’s market, Gingko
Its
intricate weave structure, dimensional
structure
is
highly
durable
and
creates
a
strong,
a wool textile that complements any
surface
high-performance fabric. Fourtis uses satin
as and wide array of neutral and vibrant
space. Its intricate weave structure
shades are visually appealing and engaging
the base
creates a delicate, organic energy
for weave structure to create a smooth
to the touch. Corde 4 goes beyond industry
surface and two-tonal, tailored look. The black
a robust and uniquely comfortable
testing standards, resulting in greater
warp yarn creates a smaller shape motifdurability,
in the stability and recovery.
textile that moves with the sitter.
fabric – resulting in an intense color relationship
with the colored yarn.

7 Years
(Components)
3 Years
(Fabric & Arm Pad)

Clover FT49Horizon F568

Mesh Fabrics

Dash

Pumpkin CF86

Textiles: Learn More

Parma Red CF78

Silver Check

Peacock CF45

Freedom Headrest

Using the same construction as Monofilament Stripe, Dash was designed with a distinctive
pattern to resemble embroidery floss. The textile carries color beautifully while its durability,
flexibility and unique weave make it a dynamic partner for Humanscale’s mesh chairs. The fabric
maintains a strong, responsive and lightweight composition to accommodate the user’s
every move.

Caraway J1B

Mesh
Monofilament Stripe

Thalo CF52

Designed specifically for ourMeshes
tri-panel, designed
mesh-backed
to chairs, this fabric has an elastic composition
that achieves strength through
its distinctive
structure to provide unmatched support.
adjust
naturally weave
to each

Color Range

sitter by
forthe
unmatched
Monofilament Stripe was inspired
strength, flexibility and versatility of fishing line.
Elizabeth Whelan studied this
unconventional
material and through developing weave sketches
ergonomic
support.
using thing wire, paper, leather, and other materials, she created Monofilament Stripe.
As Elizabeth’s first mesh creation, Monofilament Stripe set the benchmark for
future designs.

Graphite CF12
Platinum A14Bayberry J35

Cornflower J50

Deep Violet CF62
Pinstripe

Platinum M14

Carbon M11

Green M41

Navy CF57

A triumph in textile engineering, Pinstripe is
lightweight yet incredibly supportive. To ensure the
sitter would be correctly supported, the yarns were
adjusted to have two different levels of elastic: the
supple transparent threads and the more rigid gray
monofilament yarns.

Sustainability

Citron N43

Mesh

+ 58

White N01

Cyan N58

+ 65

Elizabeth created a series of customized mesh
Abrasion (Wyzenbeek)
Nimbus
FT56 this industry-defining
Winterberry FT78
Navy
F507
Storm F556Granite FT12
Charcoal F197
Black N10
fabrics
that
would
embody
Ash FT16
Alaria FT44
Cornflower J50
Caraway J1B
Poppy Seed J1A
criteria to provide unmatched ergonomic support
Industry Standard
30,000 double rubs
and naturally adjust to each sitter.

Amber M81

Atlantic M51

Black M10

Crimson N74

Thalo CF52

Silver N02

Graphite N03

Deep Violet CF62

Navy CF57

Boysenberry FT63
FT57
Walnut F281
Black F101 NavyNimbus
FT56
Bayberry J35
Black J10
Graphite CF12

+ 34

Freedom Task
Test Description

All of our chairs are
certified climate,
energy and water
positive – meaning
any time they are
made, the planet is
measurably better off.

Fourtis is our second four-way stretch fabric
that easily conforms to our cushions for the

Smart

Elizabeth created a series of customized mesh
fabrics that would embody this industry-defining
ultimate
pattern
Silver Check
DashN43
Pinstripe Cyan N58
Catena in comfort and flexibility.
Charcoal F197
Nimbus FT56 Navy F507
Granite FT12 Storm F556
Winterberry FT78
FT68
Green M41
Platinum M14
Carbon M11
Citron
Harvest OrangeHyacinth
F816
criteria to provide unmatched ergonomic support
Inspired by the rich colors of an
Mineral CL11
While still
adjustable,
satin crepe
Stitch: V weave
- Vanilla
Corde 4 is a four-way
stretch
design itsMatching
and naturally adjust to each sitter.
autumnal
farmer’s
market,
Gingko
is
38.1% Poly Elastomeric 70.3% Poly Elastomeric 69% Poly Elastomeric
contents 69.5% Poly Elastomeric 31.6% Polyester
moves with
the Nylon
sitterisas
theydurable
adjust and creates a strong,
structure
highly
semi-aniline
dyed CF62
Verdant K459
Ochre K302
Shale K158
Azure CF58
11.2 % Polyester
20.5% a
Nylon
10.4%complements
Polyester
9.3%that
Polyester
22.4%
Thalo CF52 Corvara is a
Deep Violet
Navy CF57
wool textile that
any
Mesh
Catena
Monofilament
Stripe
Pinstripe
19.3% Nylon
47.9% Poly Elastomeric 17.5% Nylon
20.4%
Nylon
8.6%
Polyester
positions
in theirhigh-performance
chair
– helping tofabric.
provide
Fourtis uses satin as
leather that offers a smooth, silky
space. Its intricate
structure
34.0% weave
Flocked Yarn
ultimateforergonomic
comfort.
Catena continued the exploration of mesh suspension, with a focus on color and fine texture.
Designed specifically
ourMeshes
tri-panel,
mesh-backed
this fabric
has an elastic composition
A triumph
in textile
designed
to chairs,
(Polyester)
the base
weave structure
to create
a smooth
feel and ultimate
durability.
It isengineering, Pinstripe is
creates a delicate,
organic
energy for
It features a pure, clean weave – free of any additional patterns or motifs – in colors inspired by
that achieves
strength through
its distinctive
weave
structure to provide unmatched support.
lightweight yet incredibly supportive. To ensure the
adjust
naturally
to each
surface
and two-tonal,
tailored look. The black
a top, full grain leather that is
structure,
dimensional
a robust and uniquely comfortable Its intricate weave
the rich hues of spices.
sitter
would
be
correctly
supported,
the
yarns
were
sitter
for
unmatched
the
strength,
flexibility
and versatility of fishing line.
width 50"
54"
51" Monofilament
51"Stripe was inspired
52" by
warp
yarn
a smaller
embossed adjusted
lightly forto
a consistent,
surface and wide
array
of creates
neutral and
vibrantshape motif in the
have two different levels of elastic: the
textile that moves with
the sitter.
Elizabeth
Whelan studied this
unconventional
material and through developing weave sketches
ergonomic
support.
shades are visually
appealing
andinengaging
fabric
resulting
an intense color relationship
supple
transparent threads and the more rigid gray
uniform grain
structure.
using
thing wire,
paper,
leather,
and –other
materials,
she created Monofilament Stripe.
double
150,000
double
150,000
double
abrasion 150,000 double 150,000 double 150,000
to the touch. Corde
4the
goes
beyond
industry
monofilament yarns.
with
colored
yarn.
rubs
rubs
rubs As Elizabeth’s
rubs
rubsMonofilament
Wyzenbeek
first
mesh
creation,
Stripe set the benchmark for
testing
standards,
resulting in greater
Pinstripe’s nylon yarns absorb the color, allowing
future designs.durability, stability and recovery.
Fourtis is our second four-way stretch fabric
light to pass through the textile to project a vibrant
flammability Passes
Passes
Passes
Passes
Passes
that easily conforms to our cushions for the
visual experience. This design was inspired by the
Cal 117
Crocus K608
Lucky Red Graphite
K758
Earth Red
K757
Driftwood CF22
Medium Gray CF56
Balsam CF43
CF12
Dark
Brown CF21
Black CF10
Walnut
F281
F101exhilaration
Alloy C12 Amber M81
Topaz Wheat
C32 Atlantic
Platinum
A14
A19
Boysenberry
FT63
Navy FT57 Black Zinc
FT10
FT16
ofBlack
downtown
New York while glimpsing
M51
M10 FT44
Silver N02
Graphite N03
ultimate
in comfort
and
flexibility.
Crimson N74
F315 Ash
Green Black
F463 Alaria
Horizon F568Clover FT49
Hyacinth FT68
through the prism of the Brooklyn Bridge.
5
5
5
colorfastness 4.5
Saddle CL23 3
Jasper CL71
Midnight
CL57
While still adjustable, its satin crepe weave
to light
Matching Stitch: T - Tan
Matching Stitch: H - Cherry
Matching Stitch: N - Noir
Contrast Stitch:
Y - Light
Gray
structure
is highly
durable
and creates a strong,
AATCC 16 lightfast 40 hrs
Mesh Fabrics
high-performance fabric. Fourtis uses satin as
While the industry norm is non-stretch,
Dry: Class 5
Dry: Class 4.5
Dry: Class 5
Dry: Class 4.5
crocking Dry: Class 5
the base weave structure to create a smooth
Wet: Class 5
Wet: Class 5
Wet: Class 4.5 Wet: Class 5
Wet: Class 5
AATCC 8
rigid upholstery and stretch mesh for task chairs,
surface and two-tonal, tailored look. The black
Niels’ vision required the exact opposite. He created
warp yarn creates a smaller shape motif in the
Class 4.5
Class 5
Class 5
Class 5
pilling Class 4.5
a tri-panel seat back — inspired by a finely tailored
fabric – resulting in an intense color relationship
ASTM D 3511
Navy K507
Umber K2C4
Walnut K281
Peacock CF45
Pumpkin CF86
CF78
shirt — which required Parma
stretchRed
upholstery
and mesh
with the colored yarn.
with only about 5% stretch.

Freedom Headrest
Cadmium N34

Liberty
Monofilament
Cadmium N34
Stripe

Poppy Seed J1A

Pinstripe’s nylon yarns absorb the color, allowing
light to pass through the textile to project a vibrant
visual experience. This design was inspired by the
Dark Brown CF21
Black CF10
Zincexhilaration
A19
downtown New York while glimpsing
Blackof
J10
through the prism of the Brooklyn Bridge.

Freedom Task

Featuring a silver-plated yarn with a polyester core, Silver Check offers a brilliant, luminous
aesthetic and sophisticated finish to any chair. The mesh emits a subtle shimmer while also
providing optimal comfort and ergonomic support.

While the industry norm is non-stretch,
Dash
rigid upholstery
and stretch mesh for task chairs,
White K128
Plum K603
Peacock CF45
Pumpkin CF86
Parma Red CF78
Niels’ vision
required
the exact
opposite.as
HeMonofilament
created
Using
the same
construction
Stripe, Dash was designed with a distinctive
pattern
to —
resemble
floss. The textile carries color beautifully while its durability,
a tri-panel seat
back
inspiredembroidery
by a finely tailored
flexibility
andstretch
uniqueupholstery
weave make
a dynamic partner for Humanscale’s mesh chairs. The fabric
shirt — which
required
andit mesh
maintains a strong, responsive and lightweight composition to accommodate the user’s
with only about 5% stretch.
every move.

Dark Brown CF21

Black CF10

Test Process

Colorfastness to light

Crocking
Dry: Class 4, Wet: Class 3

Clover FT49

Smart

Platinum M14

4

A cigarette burn test
performed on upholstery
textiles.*

A textile’s degree of
The transfer of dye from a
The formation of
Stitch: A fabric
- Cocoa
Stitch:
resistanceMatching
to the fading
onto another surface by Matching
fuzzy fiber
balls N
on- Noir, B - Blue, R - Red
Contrast
Stitch: V - Vanilla
effect of light.*
rubbing.*
surface
of a fabric.*

A fabric sample is rubbed
constantly against a standard
cotton fabric and tested for
yarn breakage and wear.
Number of cycles indicate how
much the test fabric withstood
before starting to wear away.

Fabric is exposed to a
smoldering cigarette. Test
measures the amount of
textile burnt. A Pass or Fail
grade is given at the end
of the test.

Textile is placed inside
Stitch Color
a machine
where Options
it is
exposed to an artificial
light source for 40 hours.
- Vanilla
The goal is toVemulate
the
effect of UV lighting and
sunlight on the textile.
N - Noir

Black FT10
Granite FT12

*Based on description by Association for Contract Textiles

Class 3

Java CL21

Winterberry FT78

Humanscale Corporate HQ 1114 Ave. of the Americas, 15th Floor New York, NY 10036

Y - Light Grey

Green M41

Carbon M11

TB117-2013

Cadmium N34

Citron N43

Wet test: A wet white fabric is
rubbed against the surface of the
test fabric.
Class 5: least transfer of dye.
M - AMidnight
Dry test:
dry white fabric is
rubbed against the surface of the
test fabric.
Class 5: C
least
transfer of dye.
- Coffee

W - White

Nylon bristles are
rub on the surface
of the test fabric.
The number of pill
R - are
Redcounted and
balls
given a
1-5 grade.*
B - Blue

Matching Stitch

Hematite K192

Eggplant K624

pattern

width
abrasion
Wyzenbeek

flammability

Cyan N58

crocking

World One

Elizabeth created a series of customized mesh
fabrics that would embody this industry-defining
criteria to provide unmatched ergonomic support
and naturally adjust to each sitter.

Pinstripe

Catena

38.1% Poly Elastomeric
10.4% Polyester
17.5% Nylon
34.0% Flocked Yarn
(Polyester)

70.3% Poly Elastomeric
9.3% Polyester
20.4% Nylon

69% Poly Elastomeric
22.4% Nylon
8.6% Polyester

50"

54"

51"

51"

52"

150,000 double 150,000 double 150,000 double 150,000 double 150,000 double
rubs
rubs
rubs
rubs
rubs
Passes

Passes

Passes

Passes

Passes

4.5

5

5

3

5

rich colors inspired by nature.
This top corrected grain leather
was created to provide a more
natural aesthetic while ensuring
the leather remains as unique
as the hide itself.

+ 34

+ 65

Summa
Glacier TL13

Sand TL31

Matching Stitch: W - White

Matching Stitch: V - Vanilla

Charcoal TL12
Glacier TL13

Matching
Stitch: M - Midnight
Matching Stitch:
W - White
Contrast Stitch: Y - Light Grey

Sand TL31

Charcoal TL12

Matching Stitch: V - Vanilla

Matching Stitch: M - Midnight
Contrast Stitch: Y - Light Grey

+ 35

+5
Umber TL21

Matching Stitch: C - Coffee

Obsidian TL10
Canyon TL22

Matching Stitch: A - Cocoa

Umber TL21

AATCC 8

pilling

Obsidian TL10

Matching Stitch: A - Cocoa

Matching
N - Noir, B - Blue, R - Red
Matching
Stitch: CStitch:
- Coffee
Contrast Stitch: V - Vanilla

Dry: Class 5
Wet: Class 5

Dry: Class 5
Wet: Class 5

Class 4.5

Class 4.5

Dry: Class 4.5
Wet: Class 4.5

Dry: Class 5
Wet: Class 5

Dry: Class 4.5
Wet: Class 5

Class 5

Class 5

Class 5

Liberty Ocean

Matching Stitch: N - Noir, B - Blue, R - Red
Contrast Stitch: V - Vanilla

Pebble TL11

ASTM D 3511

Flammability (TB117)

Colorfastness to light

Crocking

Pilling

Industry Standard

30,000 double rubs

TB117-2013

4

Dry: Class 4, Wet: Class 3

Class 3

Test Description

The wearing away of a material
by rubbing against another
surface.*

A cigarette burn test
performed on upholstery
textiles.*

A textile’s degree of
resistance to the fading
effect of light.*

The transfer of dye from a
fabric onto another surface by
rubbing.*

The formation of
fuzzy fiber balls on
surface of a fabric.*

Test Process

A fabric sample is rubbed
constantly against a standard
cotton fabric and tested for
yarn breakage and wear.
Number of cycles indicate how
much the test fabric withstood
before starting to wear away.

Fabric is exposed to a
smoldering cigarette. Test
measures the amount of
textile burnt. A Pass or Fail
grade is given at the end
of the test.

Textile is placed inside
a machine where it is
exposed to an artificial
light source for 40 hours.
The goal is to emulate the
effect of UV lighting and
sunlight on the textile.

Wet test: A wet white fabric is
rubbed against the surface of the
test fabric.
Class 5: least transfer of dye.
Dry test: A dry white fabric is
rubbed against the surface of the
test fabric.
Class 5: least transfer of dye.

Nylon bristles are
rub on the surface
of the test fabric.
The number of pill
balls are counted and
given a
1-5 grade.*

Corvara Midnight with
Light Gray stitching

Stitch Color Options
Matching Stitch

Smart Ocean

Path

V - Vanilla

M - Midnight

R - Red

T - Tan

N - Noir

C - Coffee

B - Blue

A - Cocoa

Y - Light Grey

W - White

H - Cherry

Contrast Stitch

Summa
V - Vanilla

N - Noir
Ticino Obsidian with
Noir stitching
Y - Light Grey

M - Midnight

C - Coffee
Ticino Obsidian with
Vanilla stitching
W - White

R - Red

T - Tan

B - Blue

A - Cocoa

Matching Stitch

Contrast Stitch

Ticino Obsidian with
Noir stitching

Ticino Obsidian with
Vanilla stitching

H - Cherry

DELETE?

DELETE?

Glacier TL13

Sand TL31

Charcoal TL12

Matching Stitch: W - White

Matching Stitch: V - Vanilla

Matching Stitch: M - Midnight
Contrast Stitch: Y - Light Grey

H - Cherry

Amber M81

Atlantic M51

Black M10

Crimson N74

Silver N02

Graphite N03

*Based on description by Association for Contract Textiles

Humanscale Corporate HQ 1114 Ave. of the Americas, 15th Floor New York, NY 10036

humanscale.com 800.400.0625

humanscale.com 800.400.0625

Canyon TL22

Umber TL21

Matching Stitch: C - Coffee

Obsidian TL10

Matching Stitch: A - Cocoa

Matching Stitch: N - Noir, B - Blue, R - Red
Contrast Stitch: V - Vanilla

Stitch Color Options

Boysenberry FT63

Black N10

Navy FT57

Black FT10

Black N10

V - Vanilla

M - Midnight

R - Red

T - Tan

N - Noir

C - Coffee

B - Blue

A - Cocoa

Y - Light Grey

W - White

H - Cherry

Matching Stitch

Contrast Stitch

Ticino Obsidian with
Noir stitching

Ticino Obsidian with
Vanilla stitching

DELETE?

Learn More Here

Testimonials

Ticino is a semi-aniline dyed
leather available in a variety of

Matching Stitch: Y - Light Grey

Abrasion (Wyzenbeek)

Contrast Stitch

Corvara Midnight with
Noir stitching

Dash

31.6% Polyester
20.5% Nylon
47.9% Poly Elastomeric

Path

Stitch Color Options

While the industry norm is non-stretch,
rigid upholstery and stretch mesh for task chairs,
Niels’ vision required the exact opposite. He created
a tri-panel seat back — inspired by a finely tailored
shirt — which required stretch upholstery and mesh
with only about 5% stretch.

T - Tan

A - Cocoa

Silver Check

69.5% Poly Elastomeric
11.2 % Polyester
19.3% Nylon

Smart Ocean

Canyon TL22

colorfastness
to light

Black K101

Monofilament
Stripe

AATCC 16 lightfast 40 hrs

Mesh Fabrics

World

Pebble TL11

Matching Stitch: Y - Light Grey

Cal 117

Topaz C32

White N01

Onyx CL10

DELETE?

Liberty Ocean

Mesh

+ 58

Pilling

The wearing away of a material
by rubbing against another
surface.*

World One

contents

Alloy C12

Pebble TL11

Matching Stitch: Y - Light Grey

Lotus features strong nylon backing

and a offers
polyurethane
texture
to bolster
Featuring a silver-plated yarn with a polyester core, Silver Check
a brilliant,
luminous
aesthetic and sophisticated finish to any chair. The mesh emits
a subtle shimmer
also
its resilience,
durability while
and endurance.
providing optimal comfort and ergonomic support.
Ideal for everyday consumer
environments such as healthcare,
hospitality and retail spaces, Lotus is a
water-repellent, antimicrobial, non-slip
and PVC-free fabric.

World

+ 65

Liberty

Flammability (TB117)

Silver Check

10 Years
(Components)
5 Years
(Fabric & Wood)

15 Years (Components)
5 Years (Fabric & Arm Pad)

Freedom Headrest

Freedom Task

Liberty

Smart

World

World One

Liberty Ocean

Smart Ocean

Path

Summa

" The only chair you will ever
need to buy! As a chronic
back sufferer there are good
days and there are some
very bad days. I have found
that 30 minutes on my
Freedom chair makes my
pains go away."
- Alex F.

"I can sit for extremely
long periods with the
comfy gel seat. The
superb back support and
adjustable soft leather
armrests contribute to
good posture with no
stress points."
- Missy M.

"This is the best made
office chair I've ever had.
The height adjustment is
gas assist, the arm height
adjustment also matches
my elbows. I work for
long periods and this chair
is great year after year."
- Doug G.

"There is one knob to
adjust seat height, that's
it. If you want to recline,
just recline. My back
feels comfortable and
supported and the mesh
makes my back feel cool,
never overheated like in
other chairs."
- Josh T.

“This is one of the most
comfortable desk chairs
that I have found. It feels
like sitting on air. It could
use a little more back
support, but overall is a
very comfortable chair."
- Sandy L.

This is the best chair I've
ever owned. I love the
design, the clean look
and the fact there are not
an abundance of pulleys
and levers. You sit and
the chair does the rest, it
provides excellent lumbar
support, and I no longer
have back or leg pain."
- Ann C.

"I recently bought this chair
for my home office - and
tell everyone on my zoom
calls that I am sitting on
ocean plastic and it's the
most comfortable I've been
working from home!"
- Dante A.

"I felt good buying this chair
- not just because I needed
more support for my back
but because I knew that
the materials used to make
this chair were helping to
remove damaging materials
left in the ocean."
- Eleanor P.

“This might be the
best office chair
you can buy.”
– Gear Patrol

" When I sit in this chair and
close my eyes I am transported onto the set of Mad Men..
the quality of the leather and
make me look foward
to sitting everyday."
- Mike L.

*Information detailed in this document is applicable to North America only.

